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We present a fairly general method for constructing classes of func-
tions of finite scale-sensitive dimension (the scale-sensitive dimension
is a generalization of the VapnikChervonenkis dimension to real-
valued functions). The construction is as follows: start from a class F of
functions of finite VC dimension, take the convex hull coF of F, and
then take the closure coF of coF in an appropriate sense. As an exam-
ple, we study in more detail the case where F is the class of threshold
functions. It is shown that coF includes two important classes of func-
tions:
v neural networks with one hidden layer and bounded output
weights;
v the so-called 1 class of Barron, which was shown to satisfy a
number of interesting approximation and closure properties.
We also give an integral representation in the form of a ‘‘continuous
neural network’’ which generalizes Barron’s. It is shown that the exist-
ence of an integral representation is equivalent to both L2 and L
approximability. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at
EuroCOLT’95. The main difference with the conference version is the
addition of Theorem 7, where we show that a key topological result
fails when the VC dimension hypothesis is removed. ] 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The information complexity of learning Boolean func-
tions in the distribution-free setting is now very well under-
stood. It was shown that the number of examples required
to learn a class of functions is closely related to the Vapnik
Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of this class (see for instance
[6] and [20]). Several generalizations of the VC dimension
to real-valued functions (or probabilistic concepts) have
been proposed. The most powerful one seems to be a scale-
sensitive version of Pollard’s pseudo-dimension due to
Kearns and Schapire [13]. One can show under reasonable
assumptions that the finiteness of this P#-dimension is a
necessary [4] and sufficient [1, 4] condition for learn-
ability. It is therefore quite important to identify (large)
classes of real-valued functions for which the P#-dimension
is finite (and hopefully not too large).
In this paper, we give a fairly general method for con-
structing such classes. The construction is as follows: start
from a class F of indicator functions of finite VC dimension,
take the convex hull coF of F, and then take the closure coF
of coF in an appropriate sense. As an example, we study in
more detail the case where F is the class of threshold func-
tions. In dimension one, our construction yields exactly the
class of functions of bounded variations. In higher dimen-
sions, coF includes two important classes of functions:
v neural networks with one hidden layer, bounded-out-
put weights, and an ‘‘output function’’ of bounded variation
for the hidden units;
v the so-called 1 class of Barron. It is shown in [3] that
this class, defined by a Fourier transform integrability con-
dition, satisfies a number of interesting approximation and
closure properties.
We also give an integral representation result which
generalizes Barron’s [3]. It is shown that the existence of an
integral representation is equivalent to both L2 and L
approximability.
1.1. Technical Tools
One of the main themes of this paper is the connection
between distribution-free learning VC dimension, and
approximation. In finite VC dimension one can give good
bounds on the size of the so-called ‘‘=-nets’’ and ‘‘=-
approximation,’’ and from there obtain uniform law of large
numbers. The best bounds on the size of =-approximations
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are due to Matousek et al. [16] (their results will not be
used in this paper).
We study only convex approximation (see Section 3 for
the relevant definitions). Using uniform laws of large num-
bers (or other uniform laws) to study rates of convex
approximation in the uniform metric is a rather natural
idea. Barron was probably the first author to use it explicitly
[2]. In this paper, we combine approximation bounds and
combinatorial techniques to bound the scale-sensitive
dimension P#(F ) of the finitary closure F of the convex hull
of a set X of characteristic functions. For approximation we
need a bound on the coVC dimension of X (this is a dual VC
dimension), and for combinatorial arguments we need a
bound on the VC dimension of X. The resulting bound
depends on the product of the VC dimension and the coVC
dimension.
Another approximation question we study in this paper
is: When do the L2 and L closures of a set X of bounded
functions coincide? This question seems to be rather impor-
tant from a theoretical as well as from a practical point of
view (our motivation was to answer this question for
n-dimensional perceptrons). Though we do not give a
necessary and sufficient condition, we establish a rather
general sufficient condition (see Theorem 4 and the more
refined statement in Theorem 8). Both results are based on
VC dimension and its generalizations. On the other hand,
we present in Theorem 7a counterexample for the case
where X is only assumed to be compact in L2.
2. SEVERAL DIMENSIONS
In this section, we review some well-known (or not so
well-known) facts on the information complexity of learning
in the distribution-free setting. In particular, Theorem 2
seems to be a new result. It shows that the L1 loss function
cannot increase the pseudo-dimension or the scale-sensitive
dimension of any class of functions by more than a constant
factor.
We first recall the by now very classical notion of Vapnik
Chervonenkis dimension.
Definition 1. Let F be a class of indicator ([0, 1]-
valued) functions on a domain X. We say that F shatters a
set AX if for every subset EA, there exists some func-
tion fE # F satisfying:
v fE (x)=0 for every x # A"E;
v fE (x)=1 for every x # E.
The VC dimension of F is the cardinality of the largest set
that is shattered by F.
The coVC dimension of F is by definition the VC dimen-
sion of the dual of F, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Let F be a class of indicator functions
on a domain X. Its dual F$ is defined as the class
[evx ; x # X] of indicator functions on F, where the
‘‘evaluation function’’ evx satisfies evx( f )= f (x) for all
f # F.
It is known that if the VC dimension d of a class F is
finite, its coVC dimension D is also finite and satisfies
D<2d+1 (see for instance [14]). This bound is tight;
however, in many important cases the VC and coVC dimen-
sion are of the same order of magnitude. For instance, let F
be the class of threshold functions in Rn: a function f # F is
of the form
f (x)=H \ :
n
i=1
:ixi&%+
where :1 , ..., :n , % # R, H(x)=1 for x0 and H(x)=0
otherwise. In this case, d=n+1 and D=n.
The notion of VC dimension can be generalized to real-
valued functions as follows.
Definition 3. Let F be a class of real-valued functions
on a domain X. We say that F P-shatters a set AX if
there exists a function s : A  R such that for every subset
EA, there exists some function fE # F satisfying:
v fE (x)<s(x) for every x # A"E;
v fE (x)s(x) for every x # E.
The pseudo-dimension of F, denoted P(F), is the car-
dinality of the largest set that is P-shattered by F.
It is easily verified that the pseudo-dimension of F is the
VC dimension of the subgraph of F (the subgraph of F is
the class of sets of the form [(x, y) # X_R ; y f (x)] for
some f # F). The scale-sensitive dimension of Kearns and
Schapire [13] is a parameterized version of the pseudo-
dimension.
Definition 4. Let F be a class of real-valued functions
on a domain X. Given #>0, we say that F #-shatters a set
AX if there exists a function s : A  R such that for every
subset EA, there exists some function fE # F satisfying:
v fE (x)s(x)&# for every x # A"E;
v fE (x)s(x)+# for every x # E.
The P# dimension of F, denoted P#(F), is the cardinality of
the largest set that is #-shattered by F.
Finiteness of the P# dimension ensures that if sufficiently
examples are used, any function of F generalize correctly
with high probability. More precisely, the following result
was established in [1].
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Theorem 1. Let G be a class of functions from an
arbitrary set X into [0, 1]. Assume that d=P=24(G)<+.
For any distribution A over X and any sample size s such that
ss(=, $, dP)=O \ d=2 log2
d
=
+
1
=2
log
1
$+
the following statement holds1:
if s examples x1 , ..., xs are independently drawn from A,
then with probability at least 1&$,
} 1s :
s
i=1
f (xi)&Ex # Q f (x) }=
for every f # G (E denotes the mathematical expectation).
In this paper we consider functions with a bounded range
[&B, B]. It is not difficult to see that a suitable generaliza-
tion of this theorem also holds in this case. The focus of
[1] was mainly on learning probabilistic concepts, but
Theorem 1 can also be applied in the more general decision
theoretic setting of [12] (including to the problem of learn-
ing real-valued functions).
In learning applications, one usually cannot apply
directly Theorem 1 (or similar results) to a class F of
hypotheses functions such as, e.g., neural networks: it is
often necessary to take a loss function into account. If one
is interested for instance in L1 approximation, Theorem 1
would be applied to the class G=LF defined in Theorem 2.
This result shows that the L1 loss function cannot increase
the P#-dimension by more than a constant factor.
Theorem 2. Given a family F of real-valued functions
on a set X, we denote by LF the family of functions
lf : X_R  R of the form lf (x, y)=| f (x)& y| where f # F.
For every #>0, P#(LF )9.33P#(F).
This result follows from the next two lemmas. The proof
of the first one is easy, and left to the reader.
Lemma 1. Given a family F of real-valued functions on
a set X, we denote by DF the family of functions
df : X_R  R of the form df (x, y)= f (x)& y, where f # F.
For any #>0, P#(DF )=P#(F).
Lemma 2. Given a family F of real-valued functions on
a set X, we denote by |F| the family of functions
[ | f | : X  R ; / # F]. For every #>0, P#( |F| )
9.33P#(F).
Proof. Let P#(F)=d<+, and let md. Assume
that a set E=[x1 , ..., xm] is #-shattered by |F|, and let the
function s in Definition 4 map xi to ri=s(xi). Note that
| f (xi)|ri&# iff f (xi) # [&ri+#, ri&#], and | f (xi)|
ri+# iff f (xi) # ]&, &ri&#[ _ ]ri+#, +[. We define
a set T[&1, 0, 1]m of trace vectors as follows: t=
(t1 , ..., tm) # T if there exits f # F such that f (xi)&ri&# if
ti=&1, f (xi) # [&ri+#, ri&#] if ti=0, and f (xi)ri+# if
ti=1. By hypothesis there are at least 2m trace vectors.
We define two sets T1 [&1, 0]m and T2 /[0, 1]m of
partial trace vectors as follows: t=(t1 , ..., tm) # T1 if there
exists f # F such that f (xi)&ri&# if ti=&1, f (xi)
&ri+# if ti=0; similarly, t=(t1 , ..., tm) # T2 if there exists
f # F such that f (xi)ri&# if ti=0, and f (xi)ri+# if
ti=1.
One can define an injection , : T  T1_T2 as follows: ,
maps a vector t # T to the pair ,(t)=(u, v) such that
ui=&1 if ti=&1, and ui=0 otherwise; vi=1 if ti=1, and
vi=0 otherwise. This implies that |T ||T1 | . |T2 |.
Let F2 be the following family of subsets of E: S # F2 if
there exists f # F such that f (xi)ri+# if xi # S, and
f (xi)ri&# otherwise. Note that |T2 |=|F2 |. Since the VC
dimension of F2 is at most d, |T2 |=|F2 |(emd )d by
Sauer’s lemma. Proceeding in a similar manner with |T1 |,
we finally obtain the bound 2m|T |(emd )2d. Setting
:=md, it is easily verified that this implies a
(2ln 2)(1+ln :), and therefore :<9.33. K
Theorem 2 clearly holds if the P# dimension is replaced by
the pseudo-dimension. Bounds for other loss function can
also be derived from this theorem, using for example the fact
that composition with a fixed non-decreasing function does
not increase the pseudo-dimension [9, 17]. This approach
can be applied for instance to the quadratic loss function, or
to the loss function (x, y) [ |x& y|1+|x& y|.
3. CONVEX APPROXIMATIONS
Given a family F of functions from a domain X into R,
coF denotes the convex hull of F, i.e., the set of functions
of the form
f (x)= :
n
i=1
:igi (x) (1)
where n1, gi # F, :i0 and ni=1 :i=1. The linear span
linF of F obtained by removing these constraints on the
coefficient :i ’s. The set of convex combinations of exactly n
functions of F is denoted conF. The symmetric convex hull
scoF and sconF are defined in the same way, except that
we only require that the :i ’s in (1) satisfy ni=1 |:i |=1 (note
that scoF=co(F _ &F)). Also, for any bounded func-
tion f from X into R,
& f &=sup
x # X
| f (x)|.
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3.1. Uniform Approximation and Integral Representations
We first establish the existence of a O(- D log nn)
uniform approximation rate for convex hulls of indicator
functions, where D is the coVC dimension of the function
class. The proof is based on a uniform law of large numbers
frequently used in PAC learning. The existence of a stronger
o(- Dn) rate was recently established in [2] by much more
involved methods. A more elementary proof of a O(- Dn)
rate can be found in [7] (it is based on a type argument
rather than on the uniform central limit theorem used by
Barron). Our argument is even simpler.
Theorem 3. Let G be a class of indicator functions on a
set X. Assume that the coVC dimension D of G is finite. Then
for any f in the uniform closure of coG, &conG& f &
3 - 12D log nn.
Here we use the notation &F& f &=infg # F&g& f &, where
F is some class of functions. By definition, a function f is in
the uniform closure of F iff it is the uniform limit of sequence
(gn) of functions in F, i.e., iff limn  + & f& gn&=0.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since f # coG, for every ’>0 there
exists functions g1 , ..., gp in G and positive coefficients
:1 , ..., :p such that  pi=1 :i=1 and the function
g= pi=1 :igi satisfies &g& f &<’. Let P be the probability
measure on [g1 , ..., gp] such that P(gi)=:i . Let us drawn
n functions h1 , ..., hn independently from P. For every x # X,
the expectation Ehi (x) of each hi is exactly g(x). According
to Theorem A.2 in [20, p. 170], the probability that
} 1n :
n
i=1
hi (x)& g(x) }>=
for at least one x # X is smaller than 6(2n)D exp(&=2n4). It
is easily seen that this quantity is bounded by 1 for
==2 - 12D log nn. Hence for this value of =, there must
exist at least one choice of h1 , ..., hn such that h= 1n 
n
i=1 hi
satisfies &h& g&=. For ’==2, this implies that
&h& f &3 - 12D log nn. K
In order to apply the uniform law of large numbers used
in the proof of Theorem 3, it is in general necessary to
assume that G satisfies a measurability condition called per-
missibility. This is not necessary here since we consider only
discrete probability distribution. We shall deal with
arbitrary probability distributions later in this paper (in
Theorem 8). In this case, it turns out that permissibility is
implied by a measurability condition that we need anyway
to apply Fubini’s theorem.
The existence of similar uniform approximation rates can
be established in more general situations. Any hypothesis
that implies the existence of a distribution-independent
uniform law of large numbers will do. For instance, it is suf-
ficient to assume that F is any set of (uniformly bounded)
functions with a finite pseudo-dimension, or finite scale-
sensitive dimensions (see Theorem 1).
The existence of an approximation rate for coG implies
the existence of an approximation rate for scoG.
Lemma 3. Let G be a set of bounded functions on a set Y.
Assume that for every function h # coG, &conG&h&r(n).
Then for every bounded function f on Y,
&sco2nG& f &&scoG& f &+r(n).
Proof. For every bounded function f, every =>0 and
every n>0, there exists h # scoG such that & f&h&
&scoG& f &+=. One can write h=:1h1&:2h2 , with
:1 , :20, :1+:2=1, and h1 , h2 # coG. By hypothesis, one
can find h$1 , h$2 # conG such that &h$i&hi&r(n)+= for
i=1, 2. Since
&:1h$1&:2 h$2& f &r(n)+2=
and :1h$1&:2h$2 # sco2nG, the result follows by letting = go
to 0. K
Theorem 4. Let G be a set of indicator functions on a set
X of finite VC dimension, and let P be a probability distribu-
tion on X such that G is compact in the L2(P) topology.
Assume that f is in the L2(P) closure of scoG. Then f is also
in the L(P) closure of scoG, i.e., there is a set E/X and a
sequence of functions fn # scoG such that P(E)=1 and
limn  + supx # E | f (x)& fn(x)|=0.
Proof. A necessary (and also sufficient) condition for f
to be in the L2(P) closure of scoG is the existence for every
:>0 of a set X: X and a function h: # scoG such that
P(X:)1&: and
sup
x # X:
| f (x)&h:(x)|:
(note that this condition is also sufficient in our case since
we work with uniformly bounded functions; it is also suf-
ficient in the more general case of uniformly integrable func-
tions in the L2 sense).
It follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 that there is a
function s : N  R such that limn  + s(n)=0 and for every
n>0 and :>0, there exists fn, : # sconF satisfying
sup
x # X:
| fn, :(x)& f (x)|:+s(n). (2)
By compactness of sconG in the L2(P) topology (this
follows from the compactness of G and the compactness of
bounded closed sets in Rn) one can find for each fixed n a
subsequence fn, :k (with limk  + :k=0) which converges
to a limit function fn # scon G. We can assume without loss
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of generality that for some Fn, k X such that
P(Fn, k)1&1k,
sup
x # Fn, k
| fn, :k(x)& fn(x)|1k. (3)
Combining (2) and (3), we have that
sup
x # X:k & Fn, k
| fn(x)& f (x)|:k+
1
k
+s(n).
Set En, k=X:, k & Fn, k . Since P(k>k0 En, k)=1 for every
k0 # N, one can take E=n, k0>0 k>k0 En, k . K
One can show by the same methods that this result also
holds for the convex hull of G. The proof is left to the reader.
Theorem 5. Let G be a set of indicator functions on a set
X of finite VC dimension, and let P be a probability distribu-
tion on X such that G is compact in the L2(P) topology. Then
the L2(P) and L(P) closures of coG are identical.
It can be shown that Theorem 4 directly follows from
Theorem 5.
The hypothesis ‘‘G compact’’ can be replaced by ‘‘G
closed’’ in Theorems 4 and 5. Indeed, if G is closed and has
finite VC dimension, then it is compact. This follows from
the fact that a complete, totally bounded metric space is
compact (Theorem 2.3.1 in [10]). We give the proof in
detail for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 6. Let G be a set of indicator functions on a set
X of finite VC dimension, and let P be a probability distribu-
tion on X. If G is closed in the L2(P) topology, then it is in fact
compact.
Proof. Let (gn)n # N be an arbitrary sequence in G. We
shall see that one can extract a convergent subsequence.
Since G has finite VC dimension, it has a finite =-cover for
every =>0 (see e.g. [15, Theorem 14.12]). That is, one can
find a finite set C= G such that the union of the balls b( f, =)
for f # C= covers G. Setting ==12, this implies the existence
of f2 # G and of a subsequence (g2, n)n # N such that
g2, n # B( f2 , 12) for every n # N. By repeating this process,
one can construct a family of sequences (gk, n)n # N such that
(gk+1, n)n # N is extracted from (gk, n)n # N and gk, n #
B( fk , 1k) for some fk # G and every n # N. Consider now
the diagonal sequence hn= gn, n . It is a Cauchy sequence
since hn # B( fp , 1p) for every np. It is therefore con-
vergent since L2(P, X) is complete. The limit must belong to
G since this set is closed. K
It is easily shown that Theorem 5 cannot be weakened by
completely removing the compactness hypothesis. It is also
true, although far less obvious, that Theorem 5 cannot be
weakened by removing the VC dimension hypothesis.
Theorem 7. Let X be the unit circle and let P be the
uniform probability measure on X. Let KX be a compact of
positive measure whose complement is dense in X (e.g., a fat
Cantor set). Let g=[ei% .K ; % # R] be the set of images of K
by rotations of arbitrary angles (the elements of G will be
identified with their characteristic functions).
(i) G is compact in L2(P).
(ii) The constant function P(K) .1X is in the L2 closure of
coG.
(iii) The constant function P(K) .1X is not in the L
closure of linG (and a fortiori it is not in the L closure of
coG).
Note that by Theorem 5, we know that G has infinite VC
dimension, even though we have not constructed shattered
sets of arbitrary size!
Proof of Theorem 7. Property (ii) follows from the
individual ergodic theorem ([11, p. 18]): if %? is irrational,
the rotation of angle % is ergodic ([11, p. 26]), and thus the
sequence ni=1 1(e in %K ) n converges to P(K) .1X in L
2 as
n  + (in fact, this sequence converges almost
everywhere).
For (iii), consider an element f =ni=1 :igi of linG. Each
gi is equal to 0 on an open dense set, hence f is also equal
to 0 on an open dense set. Thus & f&P(K) .1X &P(K),
and P(K) .1X is not in the L closure of linG.
Property (i) is established in the next lemma in a more
general situation. K
Lemma 4. Let X be the unit circle and let P be the
uniform probability measure on X. For any f # L2(X, P), the
set G=[x [ f (ei% .x) ; % # R] is compact in L2(P).
Proof. Let fn= f (ei%n . } ) be a sequence of elements of G.
We can assume without loss of generality that %n # [&?, ?]
and by extracting a subsequence if necessary, that
limn  + %n=% for some % # [&?, ?]. We shall see that
limn  + f (ei%n . } )= f (ei% . } ) in L2. Since & f (ei%n . } )&
f (ei% . } )&2=& f (ei(%n&%) . } )& f &2 we can assume without
loss of generality that %=0.
The result clearly holds when f belongs to the set S of
finite sums of characteristic functions of intervals. In the
general case, we appeal to the density of S in L2: for any
=>0 there exists g # S such that & f& g&2=3. By the
triangle inequality,
& f& f (ei% . } )&2
& f& g&2+&g& g(ei% . } )&2+&g(ei% . } )& f (ei% . } )&2 .
Since &g(ei% . } )&(ei% . } )&2=& f& g&2=3, & f&f (ei% . } )&2
= if % is so small that &g& g(ei% . } )&2=3. K
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The next result establishes under slightly stronger
hypotheses the existence of an integral representation for
the functions in the L2 (or L) closure of scoG.
Theorem 8. Let G be a set of indicator functions on a set
X of finite VC dimension, and let P be a probability distribu-
tion on X such that G is compact in the L2(P) topology.
Assume that the evaluation map (g, x) [ g(x) is measurable
on G_X. Then the three following properties are equivalent:
(i) f is in the L closure of scoG.
(ii) f is in the L2 closure of scoG.
(iii) there exists a probability distribution + on H=
G _ (&G) such that the identity
f (x)=|
H
h(x) +(dh) (4)
holds almost everywhere on X.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following
integral representation result.
Theorem 9. Let P be a probability distribution on a set
X, and let HL2(X, P) be a compact set. Assume that the
evaluation map (h, x) [ h(x) is measurable on H_X. Then
for every f in the L2 closure of coH, there is a probability dis-
tribution + on H such that the identity
f (x)=|
H
h(x) +(dh)
holds almost everywhere on X.
Proof. Let f be in the closure of coH. We first show that
there is a probability distribution + on H such that
(l, f )=| (l, h) +(dh) (5)
for every continuous linear operator l on L2(X, P). We
follow the proof of Proposition 1.2 in [18]. Let
fn=ni=1 :i, nhi, n be a sequence of functions in coH which
converges to f in L2. Consider the probability measure +n on
H which assigns weight :i, n to hi, n . By the weak compact-
ness of the set of probability distributions on a compact, we
can assume (by taking a subsequence if necessary) that the
sequence (+n) weakly converges to a probability distribu-
tion + on H. This implies that for every continuous linear
operator l,
lim
n  + | (l, h) +n(dh)=| (l, h) +(dh).
By linearity, the left-hand side is just (l, fn). By continuity,
limn  + (l, fn) =(l, f ), and (5) is thus established.
Now set f $(x)= h+(dh) and consider an operator l of the
form
(l, F) =| F(x) ,(x) P(dx)
for some , # L2(X, P). Then by Fubini’s theorem,
(l, f $) = (l, h) +(dh). Since (l, f )=(l, f $) for every
such l, f =f $ in L2(X, P) (just take ,= f& f $). K
Proof of Theorem 8. Clearly (i) implies (ii), and (ii)
implies (iii) by Theorem 9. We now show that (iii) implies
(i). Let f $(x)= h(x) +(dh) be the right-hand side of (4).
This can be rewritten as f $=:1 f1&:2 f2 where fi (x)=
 g(x) +i (dg), +1 , +2 are two probability distributions on G,
:1 , :2>0 and :1+:2=1. Let (gij) j # N be two sequences
i.i.d. with respect to +i (i=1, 2). Since the coVC dimension
of G is finite, it follows as in the proof of Theorem 3 that
there is a set EX of probability 1 such that
lim
n  +
Prob {supx # E }
1
n
:
n
j=1
gij (x)& fi (x) }>===0 (i=1, 2)
for every =>0. This guarantees that for every =>0 and n
large enough, there are realizations of gi1 , ..., gin that satisfy
the two conditions
sup
x # E }
1
n
:
n
j=1
gij (x)& fi (x) }= (i=1, 2).
This implies that
sup
x # E }
1
n
:
2
i=1
:
n
j=1
:igij (x)& f $(x) }=
for every =>0, and f $ is therefore in the L closure of scoG.
Note that this application of then uniform law of large num-
bers is justified since the compactness of G and the
measurability of the map (g, x) [ g(x) implies per-
missibility in the sense of Pollard ([19, Appendix C,
Definition 1]). K
If one further assumes that for every x # X the map
g [ g(x) is measurable, then it is possible to take E=X in
the proof of Theorem 8. This implies that f $ is not only in
the L closure of scoG, but in fact in its uniform closure. As
a result, (i) can be replaced by the stronger statement:
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(i$) f is almost everywhere equal to a function which is
in the uniform closure of scoG.
3.2. The Finitary Closure
It follows from the uniform approximation results dis-
cussed earlier in this paper that one can give bounds on the
P# dimension of the symmetric convex hull of sets of finite
VC dimension. These bounds also hold for the closure of the
symmetric convex hull. For our purposes, the appropriate
notion of closure is the finitary closure, which is defined as
follows.
Definition 5. We say that f is in the finitary closure of
a set F of functions from X to R if for every finite subset
SX, there exists a sequence ( fn) such that fn # F and
limn  + fn(x)= f (x) for every x # S.
Note that the finitary closure is nothing but the closure
with respect to the product topology on RX.
Theorem 10. This bound was recently improved by
Leonid Gurvits in [21]: P# (F)O(d#2). Let G be a class of
indicator functions on a set X of VC dimension d<+ and
coVC dimension D<+. Let F be the finitary closure of
scoG. Then for every #>0, P#(F)=O(dD#2 log dD#2).
We first need the following easy result. Here linnG
denotes the set of linear combinations of n functions in G.
Lemma 5. Let G be a class of indicator functions on a set
X of VC dimension d<+. Then for any n>0, the
pseudo-dimension of linnG is O(nd log nd ).
Proof. The pseudo-dimension of linnG is the VC dimen-
sion of the class F of functions of the form:
f (x, y)=H \ :
n
i=1
:i gi (x)& y+
where :i # R and gi # G. Let 2(m) be the maximum number
of functions that can be induced by F on any subset
S=[x1 , ..., xn]X. The restriction to S of a function f # F
is uniquely determined by the restrictions of g1 , ..., gn to S
and by the restriction of the outer threshold function to the
set [(g1(xi), g2(xi), ..., gn(xi)) ; i=1, ..., m] (see [5] for a
similar argument). By Sauer’s lemma, G induces at most
md+1 functions on S and we have at most mn+1 re-
strictions for the threshold function. Hence 2(m)
(md+1)n (mn+1). A simple calculation shows that 2(m)<
2m for mcnd log nd, where c is a universal constant. K
Proof of Theorem 10. Assume that S=[x1 , ..., xm] is
#-shattered by F. By hypothesis, for every f # F there is a
sequence ( fn) of functions in scoG such that
limn  + fn(x)= f (x) for every x # S. This limit is in fact
uniform with respect to x # S since S is finite. Hence by the
uniform approximation rate result of [2] and Lemma 3,
one can assume without loss of generality that
| f (x)& fn(x)|a - Dn for some universal constant a and
every x # S (Theorem 3 yields a slightly worse bound). It
follows that S is P-shattered by scon G for every n such that
a - Dn<#. But for every such n, m=O(nd log nd ) by
Lemma 5, whence the result. K
Theorem 10 is especially useful when the vector space
linG has infinite linear dimension: scoG has the same
pseudo-dimension as linG, and it is infinite in this case since
the pseudo-dimension of a vector space of functions is equal
to its linear dimension (see [8] or Theorem 4 in [12]). This
is for instance the case when G is the set of threshold func-
tions. This example is studied in detail in the next section.
4. CONVEX HULL OF THRESHOLD FUNCTIONS
Given a fixed integer d>0 and an arbitrary bounded
function ? : R  R, let G? be the set of functions g : Rd  R
of the form g(x)=?(di=1 wixi&%). Functions in the sym-
metric convex hull of G? are of the form
F(x)= :
n
i=1
ai?((wi , x)&%) (6)
with ni=1 |ai |=1. Functions of the form (6) are often
called ‘‘neural networks with one hidden layer’’. If we start
instead from the set G?, B of functions of the form
g(x)=a?((w, x) &%) with 0aB, we obtain a sym-
metric convex hull scoG?, B made of those functions of the
form (6) that satisfy ni=1 |ai |B.
Lemma 6. For any B>0 and any family of real-valued
functions F, let FB be the family of functions of the form
F(x)=af (x), where 0aB. Then for any #>0,
P#(FB)=P#B(F).
The proof of this easy result is left to the reader. In the
following, F will denote the finitary closure of F.
Proposition 1. P#(scoGH, B)=O(B
2d 2#2 log (B2d 2#2)).
Proof. According to Theorem 10, P#(scoGH)=
O(d 2#2 log(d 2#2)) since in this case the VC dimension is
d+1 and the coVC dimension d. The result now follows
from Lemma 6. K
In a distribution-dependent setting, it is possible to
obtain a complete characterization of the closure of neural
nets with bounded output weights. Indeed, fix a probability
distribution P on Rd such that all hyperplanes have measure
0 (of course, this holds for instance if P has a density with
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respect to the Lebesgue measure). It is shown in the follow-
ing lemma that G is compact, so that the requirements of
Theorem 8 are met.
Lemma 7. Let P be a probability distribution on Rd such
that all hyperplanes have measure 0. Then GH is compact in
L2(P).
Proof. Since H(*x)=H(x) for every x # R and *>0,
one can assume that the parameters of a threshold function
H((w, } ) &%) satisfy di=1 w
2
i +%
2=1 (note that the set of
parameters w=0; %=0 can be replaced by w=0; %=&1).
By compactness of the unit sphere in Rd+1, one can extract
from any sequence of threshold functions a sequence
(H((wn, } ) &%n))n # N such that the sequence of parameters
(wn , %n) has a limit (w, %) in the sphere. For every x
such that (w, x) &%{0, limn  + H((wn , x)&%n)=
H((w, x) &%). Moreover, the set of x’s such that
(w, x)&%=0 has measure 0. This follows from the
assumption on P if w{0; if w=0 this set is actually empty
since %=\1. One can thus conclude by the dominated con-
vergence theorem that H((w, } ) &%) is the limit of the
sequence (H((wn, } )&%n))n # N in L2(P). K
It follows from this lemma and from Theorem 8 that f is
in the l2 closure of scoGH if and only if the following identity
holds almost everywhere in Rd:
f (x)=| H((w, x)&%) d+(w, %) (7)
where + is a signed measure on Rd_R of total variation
|+|=++(Rd+1)++&(Rd+1)1. One can of course write
down a similar representation for the closure of scoGH, B .
This integral representation is more general than the
representation
f (x)=|
Rd
eiw .xf (x) dw (8)
studied by Barron in [3]. Indeed, (7) is a necessary and suf-
ficient condition whereas (8) is only sufficient. Moreover,
only L2 approximation results were established in [3],
whereas we have uniform approximation results for (7) (and
thus also for (8)). In a subsequent paper [2], Barron
obtained similar L approximation results for (8). His
proof is based on an explicit transformation from (8) to (7),
and then on Dudley’s uniform central limit theorem for (7).
Note that our proofs are based on more elementary uniform
laws of large numbers.
One may wonder whether any computational power can
be gained by using other ‘‘activation functions’’ than H. We
shall see that the answer to this question is essentially
negative, even in a distribution-dependent setting.
Definition 6. Given a bounded function ? : R  R and
a probability distribution P on Rd, 2?, B, P denotes the L2(P)
closure of scoG?, B .
We say that ? is a sigmoid if it is non-decreasing,
limx  & ?(x)=0 and limx  +=1. We shall also con-
sider non-sigmoidal ‘‘activation’’ functions ? as long as they
are of bounded variation. More precisely, if S is an interval
or the real line, let Fv(S) be the set of functions ? such that
the variation2 VarS(?) of ? on S is bounded by v and
|?(x)|v for every x # S. For simplicity, we use the notation
Fv(R)=Fv . The following elementary result from [7] will
be useful.
Lemma 8. Let S be an open or closed interval, or the real
line. The uniform closure of sco(GH, B) on S is FB(S).
This lemma is stated in [7] in the case where S is a closed
interval, but it can be seen to be valid in this more general
setting.
Theorem 11. Let ?1 , ?2 , ?3: R  [0, 1] be three func-
tions such that ?1 and ?2 are sigmoids, and ?3 # Fv . Then
for any B>0 and any probability distribution P, the two
following properties hold:
1. 2?1 , B, P=2?2 , B, P ;
2. 2?3 , B, P 2?2 , vB, P .
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that
?1=H. Let f # 2H, B, P . By definition, this means that for
every =>0 there is a function F # sco(GH, B) such that
& f&F&2, P=. In order to show that f # 2?2 , B, P , we thus
have to show that for every function g1 # GH, B and every
’>0, there is a function g2 # G?2 , B such that
&g1& g2&2, P’. Consider the sequence of functions of the
form
g2, n(x)=a?2[n2((w, x)&%)+n]
where g1(x)=aH((w, x) &%). Then clearly g2, n converges
pointwise to g1 when n  +, and by the dominated con-
vergence theorem limn  + &g1& g2, n &2, P=0. This com-
pletes the proof that 2H, B, P 2?2 , B, P .
The converse inclusion follows from Property 2 since
?2 # F1 . Let us now show that 2?3 , B, P 2?2 , vB, P . Since
2H, vB, P 2?2 , vB, P , it is sufficient to prove that 2?3 , B, P 
2H, vB, P . This follows in turn from G?3 , 1 2H, v, P . The latter
inclusion follows from Lemma 8 (uniform convergence
implies convergence in L2). K
Since 2?, B, P is independent of the choice of the sigmoid
?, we shall use the notation 2B, P instead. We now move
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back to a more distribution-independent setting. Given a
measurable set SRd, let
2B(S)= ,
P # PS
2B, P (9)
where PS is the set of all probability distributions on S. This
is not equivalent to working with the uniform convergence
topology, since by Theorem 11 one can approximate dis-
continuous functions (e.g., a threshold function) by con-
tinuous ones (just let ?2 be a continuous sigmoid). If the
intersection in (9) is restricted to those probability distribu-
tions that are supported by a finite number of points of S,
we obtain an a priori different class which will be denoted
6B(S). Note that 2B(S)6B(S) and the latter class is
nothing but the finitary closure of sco(GH, B) on S (therefore
6B(Rd)=scoGH, B).
Are 2B(S) and 6B(S) actually different, and what kind of
functions are there in these classes? In dimension one, this
question has a clear-cut answer.
Theorem 12. When S is an interval or the real line,
2B(S)=6B(S)=FB(S).
Proof. The inclusion FB(S)2B(S) is a consequence of
Lemma 8 (again because uniform convergence implies con-
vergence in L2). Since 2B(S)6B(S), it remains to show
that 6B(S)FB(S).
Let f # 6B(S) and x # S. By definition of the finitary
closure, f (x)=limn  + fn(x) for some sequence fn #
scoGH, B). Since |h(x)|B for any h # scoGH, B , | f (x)|B.
Consider now any finite sequence x1<x2< } } } <xN . There
exists a sequence fn # scoGH, B such that limn  + fn(xi)=
f (xi) for all 1iN. Since each fn has variation at most B,
:
N&1
i=1
| f (xi+1)& f (xi)|= lim
n  +
:
N&1
i=1
| fn(xi+1)& fn(xi)|B.
This shows that f has variation at most B and completes the
proof that f # FB(S). K
In higher dimensions, it is no longer true that the uniform
closure of sco(GH, B) and 2B(R) are equal. The following
function provides a counterexample:
f (x, y)={10
if y<0 or ( y=0 and x>0);
otherwise.
(10)
This function is in 21(R<% ) since it is the pointwise limit of
the sequence fn(x, y)=H(x&ny) as n  +. On the other
hand, it is not in the uniform close of scoGH, B for any B. In
fact, Theorem 13 shows that f is not even in the closure of
linGH , i..e., cannot be uniformly approximated by neural
nets with unbounded weights.
Theorem 13. The uniform approximation error of any
neural net of the form g(x)=ni=1 aiH((wi , w) &%i) on the
function f in (10) is at least 16.
Proof. Assume that g approximates f within error =.
One can find five points of the form x&1=(&a, &b),
x0=(&a, 0), x1=(&a, b), y&1=(a, &b), y0=(a, 0) with
a>0 and b>0 such that the line segments [x&1 , x1] and
[ y&1 , y0] do not intersect the boundary of any of the half-
planes (wi , x)&%i0 (i=1, ..., n), except perhaps for the
two half-planes y0 and y0. Let ai and aj be the coef-
ficients associated with the half-planes y0 and y0,
respectively (one can assume that these coefficients exist and
are unique). We have that ai&aj= g(x1)& g(x&1)1&2=;
|aj |=| g(x0)& g(x1)|2=; |ai |=| g( y0)& g( y&1)|2=. It
follows from these three inequalities that =16. K
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